Provincial Red Cell Utilization

Ontario RBC Component Disposition FY 2014/15 - 2016/17

2014-15 Tx = 370035
Outdate Rate = 3395 (0.9%)
Dis_Other = 3039 (0.8%)

2015-16 Tx = 367661
Outdate Rate = 2511 (0.7%)
Dis_Other = 3216 (0.9%)

2016/17 Tx = 359853
Outdate Rate = 1966 (0.5%)
Dis_Other = 2790 (0.7%)

Units Received: 306753 189630 303010 309742 884429 146183 1172285 353832 2708320042 273113 170331 1018130480 101200 447283 430 10973 0711228173 123152 295532 9562306663 306433 096631 1667293263 10129320 2817929501 129113294592 685430098

Units Transfused: 310643 2624243078831525305913027932456296653102421256273823138130892314493054130842294363105301401297913139831156293073109831102311262311983041230574296592971329694239342299512720329843
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